The goal of EUHubs4Data is to become the European reference for data driven innovation and experimentation, based on the cross-border collaboration among relevant initiatives in Europe that, ultimately, results in a federation of data driven innovation hubs and contributes actively to the creation of European common Data Spaces.

30 DIHs  20 countries continuously growing...
This programme aims at attracting the demand side (mostly SMEs and start-ups) to make use of the EUH4D federated catalogue, fostering the adoption from regional actors of European cross-cutting data driven technologies to solve specific challenges and improve their services and solutions.

23 SMEs are part of our ecosystem

Last open call
September 2022

Stay tuned!!!

Financial support of 60,000€ per experiment
Access to the EUH4D Federated Catalogue
Technical & Business coaching
Exploitation plan support
EUH4D Project

Coordinator: INSTITUTO TECNOLÓGICO DE INFORMÁTICA

Partners: 21 institutions from 12 different countries (ES, IT, NL, FR, DE, SE, AT, IE, SI, PL, UK, BE)

DT-ICT-05 Data Driven Innovation Hubs (sub-topic 1)

Call

40 months (Sept/20-Dec/23)

Duration

12.5 M EUR

Overall budget

12 M EUR

Total EU contribution

Project start

First version of the catalogue

First call for experiments

call for DIHs

10 first experiments start working

first round of DIHs onboard

second version of the catalogue

Second call for experiments

second round of DIHs onboard

Coordinator:

GET IN TOUCH

www.euhubs4data.eu

social networks

Partners:

BDV

carsa

CINECA

eureqa

europa

IDC

eIT

Kings

KIT

KU Leuven

PSNC

RISE

TERALAB

TNO

zabala
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